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The Story of Guru Nanak Hemkunt Press The Making of Sikh Scripture Oxford University Press on Demand The history of the compilation of the Adi Granth - the Sikh "cannon" - has long been the subject of speculation and debate. In Mann's comprehensive account, he
presents ﬁndings that challenge traditional and contemporary hypotheses and raises some entirely fresh questions. Sikh History in Australia On the 550th Birth Anniversary of SRI GURU NANAK DEV JI Dedicated to the indefatigable spirit of perseverance of Australian
Sikh Pioneers who by virtue of their dedication, commitment, honest livelihood, professional skills and services rendered to the people not only won over the hearts of Australian people but were also credited with introducing and establishing the Sikh Religion on the
soil of Australia. Description: Over the last thirty-four years or so Len Kenna and Crystal Jordan have travelled across Australia, England and India, researching and collecting information, photographs and material from individuals and private and public collections and
have published 15 books on Australian Indian History as well as numerous articles and radio and other interviews.This book examines the Sikh Migrants who migrated to Australia from the 1840's until the start of the Immigration Restriction Act 1901 known as the
White Australia Policy. It explains the diﬃculties that they faced on arriving in Australia, their employment opportunities as well as their religious, social and sporting lives.It also explains how the largest self-funded migration of non-white people to Australia, overcame
19th Century Australian racist attitudes, and became well liked and respected members of the communities in which they lived. Many of these Sikh Migrants returned to India after spending a number of years in Australia, and lived the rest of their lives in ﬁnancial
security, while others lived in Australia until they died, dependent upon the good graces of the many Australian friends they made, to care for the in their old age. Some Sikhs married or lived with white Australian or Aboriginal women who bore them children. As a
result of this they developed a family structure and enjoyed the comfort of a stable life. Punjab History Conference, Thirty-seventh Session, March 18-20, 2005 Proceedings (English & Punjabi) Guru Gobind Singh, 1666-1708 Master of the White Hawk This comprehensive
study of the life and legacy of Guru Gobind Singh is based on contemporary and near contemporary sources in Gurmukhi, Persian and English. It studies the ideological background and the political context for the institution of the Khalsa, the most momentous event of
Guru Gobind Singh's life. It linked his literary and political activity before the institution of the Khalsa and the subsequent confrontation with the Mughal state, resulting in theestablishment of Khalsa Raj. The Khalsa Sikh and Non-Sikh Perspectives This Book
Demonstrates That Historiography Is A Dynamic Process. The Five Major Sikh Writers Analysed In The Book Present Diﬀerences Of Factual Detail, Objectives And Approach. With Its Multiple Perspectives On The Khalsa, This Book Introduces The Subject In A Manner That
No Single Perspective Can Do. It Should Be Of Interest To Those Concerned With The Sikh Tradition And Its Study, And Also To Those Concerned With Other Religious Traditions. Introduction to Sikhism Hemkunt Press Contains 125 questions about Sikh religion. This
book also features quotations from Guru Granth Sahib. Panjab Past and Present International Bibliography of Sikh Studies Springer Science & Business Media The International Bibliography of Sikh Studies brings together all books, composite works, journal articles,
conference proceedings, theses, dissertations, project reports, and electronic resources produced in the ﬁeld of Sikh Studies until June 2004, making it the most complete and up-to-date reference work in the ﬁeld today. One of the youngest religions of the world,
Sikhism has progressively attracted attention on a global scale in recent decades. An increasing number of scholars is exploring the culture, history, politics, and religion of the Sikhs. The growing interest in Sikh Studies has resulted in an avalanche of literature, which
is now for the ﬁrst time brought together in the International Bibliography of Sikh Studies. This monumental work lists over 10,000 English-language publications under almost 30 subheadings, each representing a subﬁeld in Sikh Studies. The Bibliography contains
sections on a wide variety of subjects, such as Sikh gurus, Sikh philosophy, Sikh politics and Sikh religion. Furthermore, the encyclopedia presents an annotated survey of all major scholarly work on Sikhism, and a selective listing of electronic and web-based resources
in the ﬁeld. Author and subject indices are appended for the reader’s convenience. Hymns of Guru Nanak [New Delhi] : Orient Longmans Philosophy and Faith of Sikhism Himalayan Institute Press A description of the Sikh tradition and how it helps the reader deal with
everyday life Janamsakhi Tradition An Analytical Study The Janamsakhi Literature Relates Exclusively To The Life And Teachings Of Guru Nanak And Is The Primary Source Of Information For All The Writings On The Guru. This Study Analyses The Janamsakhi Material
Extensively And Deciphers The Historical Cotents In This Tradition And Pleads For Its Study Carefully And Intensively. The Study Has 4 Chapters Followed By 2 Appendices. Sikhism in Global Context Oxford University Press, USA Papers presented at a seminar on
'Sikhism in global context', held at University of California during 4-6 December 2008. The Guru in Me - Critical Perspectives on Management GRIN Verlag Seminar paper from the year 2005 in the subject Business economics - Business Management, Corporate
Governance, grade: 92 percent (First), University of Lincoln, 24 entries in the bibliography, language: English, abstract: "Peters is ... the father of the post-modern corporation." Why do people follow Gurus?One explanation can be the search for meaning in life. They
oﬀer fulﬁlment and promise a peaceful and happy life . Herein the emphasis lies on management Gurus. Can we transfer the above to a management context? In management we follow rules, rituals and symbols. Every morning we are called to the holy mass,
worshipping the corporate identity manual and confessing our companies inability to keep the promise of short delivery times to our customer . Our consultant will teach us by showing us how we can improve quality, reduce wastage and improve happiness in our jobs.
Tom Peters with his work on "excellent companies" lay the foundation of the work presented. Utilizing postmodernist techniques, the author challenges the teachings of the so called management gurus. Decentering, deconstructing and reﬂecting back on itself the
author critically re-evaluates his personal guru. As a result a new perception of the circle commonly known as management gurus materializes and the insights gained are to be used as a tool in modern management. Are modern managers mislead in their thinking by
following the wrong ideas? Anand Sahib Gurū Nānak and the Sikh Religion Oxford University Press, USA This Study Is An Examination Of Guru Nanak`S Life And Teachings. It Concludes That Relatively Little Can Be Known About The Details Of His Life And Travels, But
That Much Can Understood Of His Personality And His Teachings. Guru Nanak His Life & Teachings books catalog This book studies the life and the teachings of Guru Nanak, as reﬂected in his compositions. Special stress has been laid on discussing the morning prayer,
Japji, the establishment of the institutions of sangat and langar and messages for improving the status of women. The book is profusely illustrated with reproductions of rare eighteenth century miniature paintings and line drawings, including a series from a
Janamsakhi that has never been published before.It also has maps depicting the travels of Guru Nanak. Sikhism: A Very Short Introduction Oxford University Press The Sikh religion has a following of over 20 million people worldwide, and is ranked as the world's ﬁfth
largest religion. However, events such as the verbal and physical attacks on Sikhs just after September 11, where Sikhs were being mistaken for Muslims, suggest that the Sikh faith still remains mysterious to many. This Very Short Introduction introduces newcomers
to the meaning of the Sikh religious tradition, its teachings, practices, rituals and festivals. Eleanor Nesbitt highlights and contextualizes the key threads in the history of Sikhism, from the ﬁrst Gurus to martyrdom, militarization, and the increasingly signiﬁcant
diaspora. Examining gender, caste, and the changes that are currently underway in the faith, Nesbitt considers contemporary Sikh identities and their role in our world. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable. Bhakti Religion in North India Community Identity and Political Action SUNY Press In India, religion continues to be an absolutely vital source for social as well as personal identity. All manner of groups--political, occupational, and social--remain grounded in
speciﬁc religious communities. This book analyzes the development of the modern Hindu and Sikh communities in North India starting from about the ﬁfteenth century, when the dominant bhakti tradition of Hinduism became divided into two currents: the sagun and
the nirgun. The sagun current, led mostly by Brahmins, has remained dominant in most of North India and has served as the ideological base of the development of modern Hindu nationalism. Several chapters explore the rise of this religious and political movement,
paying particular attention to the role played by devotion to Ram. Alternative trends do exist in sagun tradition, however, and are represented here by chapters on the low-caste saint Chokhamel and the tantric sect founded by Kina Ram. The nirgun current, led mostly
by persons of Ksand artisan castes, formed the base of both the Sikh community, founded by Guru Nanak, and of various non-Brahmin sectarian movements derived from such saints as Kabir, Raidas, Dadu, and Shiv Dayal Singh. Two chapters discuss the formation of a
distinctive Sikh theology and a Sikh community identity separate from that of the Hindus. Other chapters discuss the validity of the sagun-nirgun distinction within Hindu tradition and the interplay of social and religious ideas in nirgun hagiographic texts and in
sectarian movements such as the Adi Dharma Mission and the Radhasoami Satsang. The Encyclopedia of Sikhism (over 1000 Entries) Hemkunt Press Walking with Nanak Founder of the Khalsa The Life and Times of Guru Gobind Singh Hay House, Inc This book
encapsulates the exceptionally eventful and vibrant life of the guru that will provoke thought and debate even in today’s times. Guru Gobind Singh – Founder of the Khalsa; saint; warrior par excellence; poignant poet; philosopher; soulful human being – was the
illustrious Tenth Guru of the Sikhs. This extensively researched book goes beyond the established events that broadly include the untimely assassination of Guru Teg Bahadur; Guru Gobind Singh’s coronation; the battles of Bhangani and Nadaun; his stay in Paonta and
Anandpur; and the historic creation of the Khalsa. The book talks about other events that sought to widely establish the Khalsa including the battle of Nirmohgarh; the siege and evacuation of Anandpur; the battles of Chamkaur, Khidrana and Muktsar; his Zafarnama to
Aurangzeb and subsequent meeting with Bahadur Shah Zafar in Agra. Most importantly, it provides some unknown facts about the anointment of the holy book of the Sikhs – the Guru Granth Sahib as the eternal guiding light. Guru Gobind Singh’s prowess as a warrior
of immense distinction is well-recorded, besides his understanding of military strategy and execution; the book brings to light his love for literature, scriptures and languages, his philosophical, judicious and humane thought, and is a tribute to the great saint and seeks
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to outline the historical life, times and events of Guru Gobind Singh in intricate details. Guru Nanak and His Times Patiala : Punjabi University The Oxford Handbook of Sikh Studies OUP Oxford The Oxford Handbook of Sikh Studies innovatively combines the ways in
which scholars from ﬁelds as diverse as philosophy, psychology, religious studies, literary studies, history, sociology, anthropology, political science, and economics have integrated the study of Sikhism within a wide range of critical and postcolonial perspectives on
the nature of religion, violence, gender, ethno-nationalism, and revisionist historiography. A number of essays within this collection also provide a more practical dimension, written by artists and practitioners of the tradition. The Handbook is divided into eight
thematic sections that explore diﬀerent 'expressions' of Sikhism. Historical, literary, ideological, institutional, and artistic expressions are considered in turn, followed by discussion of Sikhs in the Diaspora, and of caste and gender in the Panth. Each section begins with
an essay by a prominent scholar in the ﬁeld, providing an overview of the topic. Further essays provide detail and further treat the ﬂuid, multivocal nature of both the Sikh past and the present. The Handbook concludes with a section considering future directions in
Sikh Studies. Travels of Guru Nanak Chandigarh : Publication Bureau, Panjab University Guru Nanak's Asa Di Var A Ballad Composed in Musical Measure Asa : a Divine Composition - the Listening of which Fulﬁls All Human Desires Sterling Publishers Pvt. Ltd Bed time
stories: Guru Gobind Singh ji On Sikh gurus, saints, and warriors; for children. Sikhism, Its Philosophy and History Chandigarh, India : Institute of Sikh Studies Contributed articles. Japuji: A Gate Way To Liberation Unistar Books The Sikh Religion Its Gurus, Sacred
Writings and Authors Proceedings - Punjab History Conference Punjab Patwari Recruitment Exam 2022 | 8 Full-length Mock Tests + 14 Sectional Tests + 2 Previous Year Papers (1400+ Solved Questions) EduGorilla Community Pvt. Ltd. • Best Selling Book for Punjab
Patwari Recruitment Exam with objective-type questions as per the latest syllabus given by the Punjab Subordinate Service Selection Board. • Compare your performance with other students using Smart Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s Punjab Patwari Recruitment Exam
Practice Kit. • Punjab Patwari Recruitment Exam Preparation Kit comes with 24 Tests (8 Mock Tests + 14 Sectional Tests + 2 Previous Year Papers) with the best quality content. • Increase your chances of selection by 14X. • Punjab Patwari Recruitment Exam Prep Kit
comes with well-structured and 100% detailed solutions for all the questions. • Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly Researched Content by experts. Modern History of Punjab A Look Back Into Ancient Peaceful Punjab Focusing Confrontation and Failures
Leading to Present Punjab Problem, and a Peep Ahead : Relevant Select Documents Concept Publishing Company Nanak The Guru books catalog In this book for children, the life and teachings of Guru Nanak are retold simply and lucidly and accompanied by outstanding
illustrations by the celebrated painter, Arpana Caur.Nanak's teachings of love and brotherhood led to the founding of a new faith where Hindus and Muslims, men and women, the rich and the poor, high-born and the low-born are treated as equals.The evocative and
beautiful illustrations by Arpana Caur capture Guru Nanak's love for nature and the incidents associated with his life. A History of the Sikhs: 1469-1838 Oxford India Collection (Paper Based on scholarly archival research, this work covers the genesis and development of
Sikhism and the Sikh community, up to the time of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. Sikh Guru: Incredible Indian Tales The Life and Times of the Ten Sikh Gurus Om Books International The glorious tradition of the Sikh faith ﬁnds its beliefs in the works and teachings of the ten
illustrious Sikh Gurus. Right from Guru Nanak, the ﬁrst Sikh Guru who laid the foundations for a faith based on action and dedication to mankind, to Guru Gobind Singh who instilled courage and hope in the Sikhs to wage wars for righteousness, Sikh Gurus is a
comprehensive yet entertaining collection of the teachings of each of the Ten Sikh Gurus. Learn about a faith, and learn about a sect of people who strive to make the world a better place for one and all. Bibliography Sikh Studies Searches In Sikhism Hemkunt Press The
Sikhs of the Punjab Cambridge University Press In a revised edition of his original book, J. S. Grewal brings the history of the Sikhs from its beginnings in the time of Guru Nanak, the founder of Sikhism, right up to the present day. Against the background of the history
of the Punjab, the volume surveys the changing pattern of human settlements in the region until the ﬁfteenth century and the emergence of the Punjabi language as the basis of regional articulation. Subsequent chapters explore the life and beliefs of Guru Nanak, the
development of his ideas by his successors and the growth of his following. The book oﬀers a comprehensive statement on one of the largest and most important communities in India today. Seeking Nanak Commemorating the 551st Birth Anniversary of Guru Nanak
Devji Notion Press The eclectic mix of personal essays, poems and scholarly articles and the teachings of Guru Nanak that form this volume have come from contributors of not only the Sikh community in India, Pakistan and the diaspora, but also from people belonging
to other faiths who have been touched by the mystique of the faith of Baba Nanak. By placing the personal records alongside with the scholarly insights into His teachings, what we have understood is that there is a Nanak for each one of us – a Nanak within each one
of us – and it is this Nanak which abides in our consciousness and whom we need to seek out and discover. This book is, therefore, meant both for the initiated as well as the uninitiated. The lay readers will get a glimpse into the richness of thought and experience that
an acquaintance with Guru Nanak brings with it. For the scholarly, the insights by the contributors who have dedicated their lives to an understanding of Sikhi will help in opening newer vistas of the Gurbani. The plurality of views expressed mirrors the free thinking
and the respect for human beings and the upholding of human dignity that Nanakji propagated, practiced and stood for.
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